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ABSTRACT
Nano medicine seeks to deliver a valuable set of research tools and clinically useful devices in
the near future. The current medical field is in dire need of new commercial applications in the
pharmaceutical industry that may include advanced drug delivery systems, new therapies, and in
vivo imaging. Here in this experimental study, the nano materials used in DNA biosensors like
silver nano dots were incorporated as nano biosensors are used for both therapeutic and
diagnostic applications. The most important step while preparing a DNA biosensor is the
immobilization of DNA probe on the surface of a sensing device such as an electrode. The
amount of immobilized DNA probe will influence the accuracy sensitivity, selectivity and life of
a DNA biosensor directly. Because of the high surface to volume ratio and excellent biological
compatibility, nano materials can enlarge the sensing surface area to increase the amount of
immobilized DNA and the DNA mixed with nano materials can keep its biologically activity
well.In this study,silver nano dots created in our lab were functionalized with thio nucleides and
were used as nano sensor probes in bio bar code assays.
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INTRODUCTION
Silver nano particles are emerging as a next-generation application in numerous subfields of
nano medicine, and potential benefits of using Ag NPs as a prominent nano material in
biomedical and industrial sectors have been widely acknowledged. The comprehensive research
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regarding silver nano materials has been explored nowadays to understand the synthesis
methods and mechanisms, characterization of physicochemical properties, and possible toxicity
and to discover more promising applications in oncology, personalized healthcare, and
pharmacology. [1],[4],[5],[6],[It is known that most of the natural processes take place at nano
scale and biological molecules and tissue structurs match sizes of nano dots, So nano dots can be
useful for both in vivo and in vitro biomedical research applications.
The integration of nano materials such as nano dots with biological structures can be used for
both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in the field of medicine such drug delivery vehicles,
analytical tools, bio sensors, diagnostic devices and physical therapy applications, gene delivery
systems, artificial implants treating burn care.Also it was found that silver nano dots can be
incorporated into wide range of medical devices such as bone cement, surgical masks, wound
dressings and surgical instruments. This technology attempts to attain atto molar sensitivity and
combines micro fluidics, silver nano particles encoded with antibodies and DNA to attain
extreme high level of sensitivity. It is many times better than the conventional ELISA based
assay. It is possible to tag each protein with oligo nucleotide markers that can be subsequently
amplified and use DNA detection to identify the target of interest. Often referred to as immune
PCR allows one to detect proteins with DNA labels in a variety of different formats. All
immune-PCR approaches involve hetero genous assays which involve initial immobilization of a
target analyte to s surface with subsequent detection using an antibody with a DNA label The
DNA label is typically strongly bound to the antibody either through covalent interactions or
stepavidin –biotin binding.[22],[23].
BIO FUNCTIONALIZATION OF SILVER NANO DOTS TO ACT AS BIO SENSOR
PROBES IN BAR CODE ASSAYS.
In this study ,Silver nano dots with sizes in the range<20 nm were functionalized with thiol oligo
nucleides and salted in a 0.5 l Nacl solution,10 ml phosphate,0.02%SDS,ph=7 over 12-14 hours.
Dna sequence was 5’-HS-AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AA-4’.Then the silver nano dots
were then purified from excess DNA with centrifugations at 23ºC for 40-50 minutes. The silver
nano dots were washed and finally re suspended in the Nacl, phosphate buffer at concentration
of-19.Such silver nano dots were created to act as probes.[22],[23].
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Oligo nucleotide probes for nucleic acid detection are generated using NCBI blast nucleotide
search function with DNA sequence.PCR primer design software can be used to generate probe
sequences. These sequences are 25-35 base pairs in length .The bar code is 15mer sequence
assigned to each specific protein of interest. Also a universal sequence is included if scano metric
assay read out is to be read. This universal sequence is 5’-AGC TAC GAA TAA-3’. A peg 9 mer
is used between the universal sequence and the probe sequence to separate the two.
If using the fluorescence methods an Oligo(da)10 sequence is used to space the recognition
element away from the nano dot surface. In either case ,the universal sequence or the oligo(da)10
is the universal

sequence or the

oligo(dA)10 is paced between the thiol linkage and the

recognition element—barcode sequence. Silver nano dots were used for this purpose as each dot
can be tagged to individual bio molecules.[23],[24]
Bar code DNA molecules in the solution must first diffuse to the bottom channel wall and then
hybridise with surface bound DNA molecules. It is important to ensure that 1)all released
barcode DNA molecules reach the reaction surface,2)there is enough time for the DNA
hybridization event to complete.[23],[24],[25],[26]
The diffusion time for DNA molecules in the solution to arrive at the wall is expressed as
T=h²/D where h is the channel height and D is the diffusion coefficient.
Commercially available PSA antibody pair used for indirect ELISA assays was employed in this
assay.DNA strands wre synthesized and purified .Thiol modification and synthesis of 10 nm
silver nano dots were carried out using the above mentioned procedure. Functionalized silver
nano dots were made by adding polyclonal antibodies of PSA(7mg) to an aqueous solution of
10nm silver nano dots i.e 1ml in 12 nm solution at pH 9.0 and incubated for d5 minutes. The
antibody modified silver nano dots were then reacted with alkyl thiol capped barcode DNA
capture strands .4 OD;5,-CAACTTCATCCACGTTCAACGCTAGTGAACACAGTTGTGTA10-(CH2)3-SH-3, for 15-16 hours. Followed by salt stabilization in 0.1 m Nacl. The solution
was then treated with .3 ml of a 10% of BSA solution for 40 minutes to passivate and stabilize the
nano dot. The solution was then centrifuged twice foe 1h at 4ºC and the supernatant was
removedThe nano dot were redispersed in 0.1 m Nacl/0.01 m PBS(pH7.4).Barcode
DNAstrand(1od;5’- CACAACTGTGTTCACTAGCGTTGAACGTGGATGAAGTTG-3’) were
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then allowed to hybridize with the DNA strands coordinated to the nano dot and purified using a
similar centrifugation technique.
Bar code detection nano dots were synthesized using 10 nm silver nano dots functionalized with
3’ alkyl thiol capped oligonulceotides(5’-GCTAGTGAACACAGTTGTGT-A10(CH2)3-SH-3’
through regular procedure. The silver nano dot oligonucleotide recogntion sequence(20 –mer) is
complementary to half of the target barcode DNA sequence(40-mer).[23],[24].
From this study it was found that the nano silver dot based probes acted effectively as bio bar
code assays.[20],[21],[24].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From this study it was analyzed that the silver nano dots of sizes<20 nm were efficient as bio
probes in bio bar code assays. The results were concurrent with literature survey done during the
research period. This new approach yielded very good results at rapid pace and can be applied in
DNA technological fields. Nano silver is a safe and effective anti-bactericidal metal because it is
nontoxic to animal cells and highly toxic to bacteria such as Escherchia coli(E-Coli) and
Staphlococcus aureus and other microorganisms.[21],[22],[23],[24]. Also nano silver in the form
of powders as well as suspensions due to high surface to volume ratios has been used as antibacterial because it enables the loading of very small quantities of silver and thus makes nano
silver medicinal products very cost effective.[20],[21],[22],[23].Thus ,DNA biosensors based on
nucleic acid hybridization have been pursued dna biosensors are defined as analytical devices
incorporating a single- stranded oligo nucleide probe intimately associated with or integrated
within a physical chemical transducer or transducing micro system which may be optical,
,thermometric ,piezoelectric ,magnetic or micro chemical. Because of the high surface to volume
ratio and excellent biological compatibility, nano materials can enlarge the sensing surface area
to increase the amount of immobilized DNA and the DNA mixed with nano materials can keep
its biologically activity well.
CONCLUSION
It was under stood that bio bar code assays developed using silver nano dots was effective as bio
sensors in this field of medicine.The main beneficiary of this study is genetics and tissue
engineering where major modifications in gene codes can be done to eradicate in born handicaps
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and life threatening diseases[22],[23],[24]. It was established from the above study Silver nano
dots have the necessary composition as oligonucleotides labels in electro chemical detection
assays because silver nano particles exhibit better electrochemical activity. Cai et al reported an
electrochemical DNA hybridization detection assay using silver nano particles as the oligo
nucleotide labeling tag. The assay relied on the hybridization of the target dna with the silver nano
dot-oligo nucleotide DNA probe followed by the release of the ag metal atoms anchored on the
hybrids by oxidative metal dissolution.
The nano materials used in DNA biosensors like silver nano dots incorporated nano biosensors
are used for both therapeutic and diagnostic applications. The most important step while preparing
a DNA biosensor is the immobilization of DNA probe on the surface of a sensing device such as
an electrode. The amount of immobilized DNA probe will influence the accuracy sensitivity,
selectivity and life of a DNA biosensor directly.
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